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The Jefferson Laboratory PrimEx Collaboration has developed and imple-42

mented a method to control the tagged photon flux in photoproduction experi-43

ments at the 1% level over the photon energy range from 4.9 to 5.5 GeV. This44

method has been successfully implemented in a high precision measurement of45

the neutral pion lifetime. Here, we outline the experimental equipment and the46

analysis techniques used to accomplish this. These include the use of a total47

absorption counter for absolute flux calibration, a pair spectrometer for online48

relative flux monitoring, and a new method for postbremsstrahlung electron49

counting.50

Keywords: photon tagging, pair spectrometer, photonuclear reactions51

1. Introduction52

The photon tagging technique has been used routinely in various forms53

[1–9] to provide quasimonochromatic photons for absolute photonuclear cross54

section measurements. The analysis of such experiments in the context of55

bremsstrahlung photon tagging was summarized by Owens in 1990 [10]. Since56

then, a number of developments have made possible significant improvements in57

the implementation of this technique. Here, we describe the steps taken by the58

PrimEx Collaboration in Hall B of Jefferson Laboratory to limit the systematic59

uncertainty in the absolute photon flux to the 1% level. They include an ab-60

solute flux calibration at low intensity with a total absorption counter, online61

relative flux monitoring with a pair spectrometer, and the use of multi-hit time62

to digital converters for post bremsstrahlung electron counting during produc-63

tion data runs. While this discussion focuses on the analysis techniques utilized64

by the PrimEx Collaboration which involves a bremsstrahlung based photon65

tagging system to measure the neutral pion lifetime, the methods described66

herein readily apply to other types of photon tagging system.67
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2. The PrimEx Experimental setup68

The goal of the PrimEx experiment is to perform a precise measurement of69

the cross section for photoproduction of neutral pions in the Coulomb field of70

a nucleus (the Primakoff effect)[13]. The primary equipment in the experiment71

includes (see Fig. 1): (1) the Hall B photon tagger; (2) solid πo production72

targets (C, Si, and Pb) of thickness 5-10% of a radiation length (r.l.); (3) a73

sweeping magnet/pair spectrometer located after the production targets; (4)74

a 1.16m × 1.16m highly segmented lead glass photon detector for πo decay75

photons, with a high resolution PbWO4 insertion in the central region near the76

beam and a plastic scintillator charged particle veto [12].77

3. Photon tagging in Hall B of Jefferson Lab78

Jefferson Lab (JLab) Hall B photon experiments utilize the well known79

bremsstrahlung photon tagging technique to measure the energy and time in-80

formation of incident photons in real photon induced reactions [9]. The electron81

beam of initial energy E0 (in the case of PrimEx E0 = 5.76 GeV) is incident82

upon a thin (3×10−4, 10−4 or 10−5 r.l.) gold bremsstrahlung radiator foil. The83

electron loses energy in the electromagnetic field of the nucleus and in the pro-84

cess emits a bremsstrahlung photon. The number of photons with energies in85

the interval k — k+ dk is approximately proportional to the Z2 of the radiator86

and, over most of the photon energy range, is approximately inversely propor-87

tional to the energy k of the photons [14]. Due to the relatively small mass of88

the electron the recoil energy transferred to the nucleus is negligible, and the89

bremsstrahlung photon energy can be written as:90

Eγ = E0 − Ee (1)

where Eγ is the energy of the bremsstrahlung photon and Ee is the energy of91

the post-bremsstrahlung electron. In the case of Hall B of Jefferson Laboratory,92

the energy E0 of the electrons incident on the radiator is determined at the93
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Figure 1: Layout of the PrimEx experimental setup.

10−4 level by their trajectories through the arc magnets of the accelerator[15].94

Thus, one can determine the energy of the photon by measuring the energy of95

the post-bremsstrahlung electron.96

The main components of the Jefferson Lab Hall B photon tagger are a thin97

bremsstrahlung radiator, a dipole magnet capable of a full field of 1.75 T and two98

rows of plastic scintillator hodoscopes. The photons produced in the radiator99

continue through the tagger, toward the physics target 7.1 meters downstream100

in the experimental hall. For the PrimEx experiment, a 12.7 mm diameter101

clean-up collimator placed 6.6 meters from the radiator in conjunction with a102
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0.73 T permanent magnet are centered on the photon beam line in order to103

limit the transverse extent of the photon beam. Post bremsstrahlung electrons104

are separated from the photons by the tagger dipole magnet. The field setting105

of the magnet is adjusted according to the incident beam energy to allow full106

energy electrons which do not interact in the radiator to be transported into107

a shielded beam dump below the floor of the experimental hall. The energy-108

degraded electrons are detected in E-counters (for energy determination) and109

T- counters (for timing) that lie along a flat focal plane downstream from the110

straight edge of the magnet as described in reference [9].111

The focal plane of the tagger is divided into two groups of T-counters. The112

first group of 19 counters covers the photon energy range from 77% to 95% of the113

incident electron energy, and the group of 42 remaining wider counters covers114

the range from 20% to 77%. The size of individual T-counters compensates115

for the 1/k behavior of the bremsstrahlung cross-section. The width of each116

T-counter is chosen in such a fashion that it enables approximately the same117

counting rate for each detector within the same group. When all 61 T-counters118

are used, the total tagging rate can be as high as 50 MHz for the whole focal119

plane. The high energy photon counters T1-T19 are proportionally smaller,120

and allow a tagging rate of up to 50 MHz in this region alone [9]. The PrimEx121

experiment used only the counters T1 (corresponding to Eγ = 5.5 GeV) through122

T11 (Eγ = 4.9 GeV).123

The use of the Jefferson Lab Hall B photon tagging facility gives the PrimEx124

experiment several advantages over the previous experiments that were based125

on the Primakoff effect [16–20]. The angular dependence of the π0 photoproduc-126

tion cross section being measured is strongly dependent on the incident photon127

energy. The precise determination of the tagged photon flux on the experimen-128

tal target is also enabled by the tagger. Thus a more accurate knowledge and129

control of the photon beam energy and the luminosity enables a greater control130

over systematic errors.131

In order to determine the energy of the π0, each event is recorded in coinci-132

dence with a signal from the tagger. The experimental cross section for neutral133
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pion photoproduction is determined by the following expression:134

dσ

dΩ
=

dY tagged

π0

N tagged
γ · ǫ · t · dΩ

(2)

where dΩ is the element of solid angle of the pion detector, dY tagged
π0 is the135

yield of tagged π0’s within solid angle dΩ, t is the target thickness, ǫ is a136

factor accounting for geometrical acceptance and energy dependent detection137

efficiency, and N tagged
γ is the number of tagged photons on the target.138

As can be seen from Equation 2, the normalization of the cross section139

directly depends on knowing the tagged photon flux on the target. The number140

of tagged photons is not equal to the number of hits recorded by the tagging141

counters because of a number of effects:142

(1) events in which a bremsstrahlung photon is produced and then absorbed143

before reaching the target.144

(2) processes, such as Møller scattering in the bremsstrahlung radiator, through145

which the main electron beam generates counts in the tagging counters146

without an accompanying photon.147

(3) extra hits registered in the tagging counters due to (beam off) room back-148

ground in the experimental hall.149

To minimize the absorption of photons before they reach the target, the150

bremsstrahlung beam travels in vacuum. The Møller scattering events are151

thought to affect the tagging ratio at the level of a few percent[9]. The im-152

pact of the room background on the tagging rates of runs with various electron153

beam intensities is continuously monitored.154

The combination of these effects can be measured in a calibration run by155

removing the physics target and placing a large acceptance lead-glass Total Ab-156

sorption Counter (TAC) directly in the photon beam. Assuming that the total157

absorption counter is 100% efficient in detecting photons in the energy range158

relevant for the experiment (a GEANT simulation gave 99.97% efficiency for159
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4.6 GeV photons with a 1.1 GeV threshold), the ratio of Tagger-TAC coinci-160

dences to the number of tagger hits, the so called absolute tagging ratio, is then161

recorded:162

Ri
absolute =

NTAC
γ·ei

N i
e

(3)

where NTAC
γ·ei

is the number of photons registered by the TAC in coincidence163

with a particular tagging counter and N i
e is the number of counts in the same164

tagging counter. In these normalization measurements, the trigger is set to the165

OR of the tagging counters and N i
e is determined by the number of events in166

the self timing peak in its TDC spectrum.167

Knowing this ratio, one can determine the tagged photon flux in the data168

taking run by counting the number of post bremsstrahlung electrons in the169

tagging counters:170

N tagged
γ |experiment = Ne|experiment ×Rabsolute (4)

The use of the total absorption counter to calibrate the number of tagged171

photons per electron in the tagger provides an absolute normalization of the172

tagged photon flux incident on the π0 production target. However, these mea-173

surements can be performed only at intervals interspersed throughout the data174

taking. Also in a calibration run, the rate of the total absorption counter is175

limited, and therefore, the tagging ratio can only be measured at a rate which176

is reduced by a factor of about one thousand as compared to the data taking177

run. As such, any rate and time dependence in the tagging ratio must be care-178

fully considered. A pair production luminosity monitor was constructed which179

is able to measure the relative tagged photon flux over a range of all relevant180

intensities, and operate continuously throughout the data taking runs. The pair181

spectrometer (see Fig. 2) uses the physics target as a converter to measure the182

ratio of the number of γ + A → A + e+ + e− reactions in coincidence with a183

tagging signal to the number of hits in the tagging counters.184

This enables one to measure a relative tagging ratio:185
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Figure 2: A schematic layout of the pair spectrometer. Each arm consists of eight contiguous

plastic scintillator hodoscopes in each row.

Ri
relative =

NPS
e+e−·ei

N i
e

(5)

where in analogy with Eq. 3, NPS
e+e−·ei

is the number of pair spectrometer counts186

in coincidence with a given tagging counter, and N i
e is the number of counts in187

a tagging counter. While this is a relative number, its absolute normalization188

can be determined with the TAC.189

The advantages of the pair spectrometer are that it can operate over the190

entire range of intensities of both the flux calibration with the TAC and the191

production data taking runs, and has a smooth, relatively flat acceptance in Eγ192

covering the entire tagging range. The segmentation of the pair spectrometer193

detectors is driven by the fact that the pair production and Primakoff target are194

the same, and therefore the pair spectrometer detectors must accommodate the195

rates from a 5−10% radiation length target. Under the PrimEx run conditions,196

singles rates on a single telescope were about 140 kHz, and totaled 90 kHz of197

PS-Tagger coincidences over the range of tagging energies. The measured effi-198
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ciency of the pair spectrometer for detecting tagged photons was about 0.5%.199

The upstream plastic scintillators were instrumented with Hamamatsu R6427200

photomultiplier tubes, while the downstream detectors were coupled to Hama-201

matsu R580-17 photomultiplier tubes. Each of the scintillator detector signals202

was discriminated with a CAEN N413A non-updating discriminator and tim-203

ing information was recorded in a TDC (LeCroy LRS1877). In the analysis, the204

electron-positron coincidences were made in software via matching of the timing205

signals.206

To reduce the data acquisition rates, the primary trigger was provided by207

the tagged photons in coincidence with the electromagnetic calorimeter. In the208

yield, one counts only π0 events which are in prompt coincidence with the tagger.209

The N tagged
γ in the denominator of Equation 2 has to be counted consistent with210

the way Y tagged

π0 is determined. This means that if events are discarded from the211

yield calculation, they should not be considered when calculating the photon212

flux either, and vice versa. Further, triggering on the calorimeter signal plus213

tagger in the production runs as opposed to just the tagger has implications in214

the determination of the number of post bremsstrahlung electrons in the tagger.215

This will be discussed below.216

4. Determination of the absolute tagging ratios217

In the calibration runs designed to measure the absolute tagging ratios, the218

experimental target was retracted and the Total Absorption Counter (TAC) was219

placed in the path of the photon beam 17 meters downstream of the radiator.220

This detector consists of a single 20×20×40cm3 lead glass block (SF5, L =221

17 r.l.). It has a single 5” attached Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube (R1250,222

2.5 nanosecond rise time) and is instrumented with a LeCroy 4413 16 channel223

programmable discriminator, a TDC, and an ADC. With a 100 pA electron224

beam current and a 2× 10−5 r.l. bremsstrahlung radiator, it triggered at about225

100 kHz with a 35 mV threshold, which corresponds to 0.66 GeV, the energy226

threshold used during the PrimEx run. To avoid radiation damage to the TAC,227
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the electron beam intensity was typically ∼ 70− 80 pA. Such a low intensity of228

the electron beam enables the use of the Tagger Master-OR (MOR) signal as229

the data acquisition trigger. The MOR signal is formed by OR-ing the timing230

information from all or any of the 11 T-counters. The MOR trigger enables one231

to determine the number of electrons that hit a given tagging counter from the232

number of counts in its self timing TDC peak.233

Absolute tagging ratios are then defined for each of the T-counters as in234

equation 3. A number of measurements were performed to investigate the ro-235

bustness of this procedure and are outlined in the following sections.236

5. Systematic effects relating to photon flux determination237

5.1. Tagger backgrounds238

Data taking runs were typically of one to two hours in duration. At the239

beginning of each run, photon tagger data was taken for ten seconds with the240

beam off. The Master-OR rate (the OR of the 11 T counters used in this ex-241

periment) with the beam off was typically a few hundred Hz. For the absolute242

calibration measurements with 70-80 pA beam current, the MOR rate was typ-243

ically a factor of one thousand higher than this. While this room background is244

quite small, these rates were measured without the geometric matching of the E245

and T counters. Such a matching gives considerable improvement on top of this246

already low background. In addition, an algorithm was implemented to ensure247

that data during and around beam trips were not analyzed.248

5.2. TAC - Tagger coincidence and random background determination249

The spectrum of tagger-TAC time differences exhibits a coincidence peak250

and a random background. Figure 3 shows a typical coincidence spectrum for251

the TAC-Tagger coincidence. Note that the signal to background ratio is better252

than 10000 : 1, and thus the determination of the number of prompt coincidences253

is quite insensitive to the accuracy of the background estimation procedure.254

From Fig. 3 one can see that the background is not uniform on either side of255

the coincidence peak. In particular, the dip around ∼ 5 to 40 ns to the right of256
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Figure 3: Distribution of time differences for events reconstructed for a single tagging counter

and the TAC showing the ±4.5 ns timing window for coincidence events.

the coincidence peak is due to the TDC dead time. To determine the number257

of TAC-Tagger coincidences, a ±4.5 ns window was set up around the peak.258

Because of the nonuniformity of the background, a 4.5 µs window, from 7 to259

4500 ns, was taken only on the left side of the coincidence peak to calculate the260

background level, which was taken to be flat and uniform with the introduction261

of negligible error.262

5.3. Effects of incident electron beam intensity on absolute tagging ratios263

Since the flux calibration and production data taking runs are performed264

under different beam conditions, it is important to demonstrate that the tagging265

ratios obtained at beam intensities of ∼ 80 pA are valid when applied to the266

data collected at the high beam intensities of about 80 to 130 nA. One means267

to investigate this involved normalization runs with various beam intensities268
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(40− 120 pA).269

No noticeable systematic dependence of tagging ratios on the incident beam270

intensity was detected when varying the beam intensity from 40 to 120 pA271

and the maximum deviation from the mean tagging ratio for each of the “T”272

counters was less than 0.4%. While this study involves only a limited range of273

intensities, a more complete answer to the question of intensity dependence of274

tagging ratios can be found by looking at relative tagging ratios where the beam275

intensity can be changed anywhere from < 80pA to 100− 150 nA. This will be276

discussed later in this paper.277

5.4. Long and short term reproducibility278

To test our ability to perform a consistent measurement of the absolute279

tagging ratios, Rabsolute, back-to-back normalization runs were performed with280

the 12.7 mm collimator removed at times 20 to 25 minutes apart. This study281

showed that four consecutive runs agree to within less than 0.3%, within the282

limits of the required precision and statistical errors.283

To investigate longer term reproducibility, Fig. 4 (top) shows the results of284

absolute tagging ratios measured approximately four and a half hours and five285

days apart. Figure 4 (bottom) shows the percent deviation of the tagging ratio286

for each T-counter from the relevant average value. The statistical error for each287

point is on the order of 0.2%. As seen from the plots, all three measurements288

are in very good agreement with each other.289

5.5. Effects of photon collimator misalignment290

To study the sensitivity of the tagging ratios on the beam position with291

respect to the collimator, measurements for five different collimator positions292

were performed and are shown in Figure 5 (top). Figure 5 (bottom) shows293

the percent deviation of tagging ratios, measured at different displacements294

of the collimator transverse to the beam, from the value which was measured295

with the collimator in its nominal centered position (i.e., at 7.02′′). During the296

PrimEx run, typical measured beam position variations at the photon collimator297
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were less than 0.5 mm. From Figure 5 (bottom) one can see that the shift in298

collimator position from 7.02′′ to 7.15′′ - a 3.3 mm displacement - lowers the299

absolute tagging ratios by about 0.34%, indicating a negligible contribution to300

the photon flux error budget due small drifts in beam position.301

5.6. Effects of collimator diameter302

The PrimEx experiment ran with very loose collimation of the bremsstrahlung303

photon beam to cut out the beam halo and increase the stability of the lumi-304

nosity by keeping the photon beam very near to one spot on the target.305

In Fig. 6 (top) the relative tagging ratios are plotted versus T-counter ID for306

data taken with two different collimators. For reference purposes a result with307

no collimation is also plotted. Note that for these measurements the statistical308

error on each point is on the order of 0.15%. As indicated in Fig. 6 (bottom),309

the 12.7 mm diameter collimator cuts out ∼ 1% of the photon beam and the310

8.6 mm diameter collimator cuts out ∼ 4% of the photon beam.311

6. Normalization of the production data runs312

As indicated in Eq. 4, a key element in measuring the tagged photon flux313

is the counting of the post bremsstrahlung electrons in the tagger. For most314

tagged photon experiments at JLab including PrimEx, photons are produced at315

a rate far greater than is practical for direct counting by the data acquisition316

system. The exception to this is the TAC calibration runs where, as mentioned317

above, the rates are lower by a factor of one thousand.318

The traditional technique to measure normalization involves hardware scalers319

that are used to count the number of hits in a particular tagging counter. Scalers320

have the advantage of being able to count virtually all the hits from a detector.321

Also, using scalers to measure the detector rates can automatically account for322

beam-trips, i.e. uncontrolled beam intensity drops or spikes, provided that the323

scalers count signals from a beam related source. However the triggering scheme324
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used for the PrimEx experiment makes the hardware scaler method unattrac-325

tive exactly due to the fact that scalers would count all the hits in the tagging326

counters.327

The primary trigger for the PrimEx experiment was formed by a coincidence328

of signals from the electromagnetic calorimeter and the tagger. When the total329

energy deposited in the calorimeter exceeded a threshold of 2.4 GeV and there330

is a signal available from the tagger, a trigger signal is formed which instructs331

the data acquisition system to read out all the channels that have non-zero332

information. It is more efficient to use the calorimeter-tagger coincidence as333

a primary physics trigger since using the tagger signal alone would flood the334

data acquisition due to the high rate of tagging counter signals, most of which335

represent photons which just passed through the target without producing an336

event of interest. Figure 7 illustrates the basic ideology behind the primary337

trigger setup for the PrimEx experiment.338

The PrimEx data acquisition system used multi-hit time to digital converters339

(LeCroy LRS1877) with a maximum range of 32 µs, double pulse resolution of340

∼ 20 ns, and with the capability of storing up to 16 hits per trigger event per341

channel in a LIFO (Last In First Out) mode. The range of the TDC and the342

LIFO limit are programmable and for the PrimEx experiment were set to 16 µs343

and 10 hits, respectively. The capabilities of these TDCs allows for significant344

improvement on the analysis techniques of tagged photon experiments described345

in Ref. [10].346

Since only a timing coincidence is required between the calorimeter and347

tagger MOR (OR of eleven T-counters) signals to form a trigger, there are348

two scenarios for losing prompt π0 - tagger coincidence yield due to the TDC349

dead-time (double pulse resolution) and LIFO limit:350

1. An entire event is lost due to TDC dead-time, i.e., there was no signal351

from tagging counters to form a prompt coincidence with the calorimeter352

signal but the data acquisition system is ready to take data. From the353

stand point of photon flux determination, this case is very similar to the354
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situation where the data acquisition system is busy reading out data and355

is not accepting any triggers.356

2. A photon producing a π0 may be lost due to the LIFO limit but the357

triggering condition might be satisfied by a signal from another tagging358

counter. Just like in the previous case such events will not contribute to359

the tagged yield.360

To measure a cross section, one is interested in the number of tagged photons361

on the target which have the potential to produce a prompt coincidence between362

the tagger and the photo-induced event of interest, which in this case is a π0
363

in the HYCAL calorimeter. While the yield of π0 - tagger prompt coincidences364

is reduced by the TDC intrinsic dead-time, LIFO limit and the DAQ readout365

dead-time, below (in sections 6.1 and 6.2) we describe a method for determining366

the photon flux which is affected in the same manner as the π0 - tagger prompt367

coincidence yield. This obviates the need to correct for the number of the tagged368

photons lost due to these effects.369

The rate of tagged photons can be determined from the timing information,370

recorded by tagging counters, via sampling of the number of hits for a small371

fraction of the time. An assumption is then made that these samples are repre-372

sentative of the detectors’ rates for the times when no data are recorded. This373

can be used to extrapolate to all times in order to determine the total number374

of tagged photons represented by a given data sample. Since one is interested375

in the number of tagged photons that have the potential to produce a prompt376

π0 - tagger coincidence, the timing information from only fully reconstructed377

hits in the tagger needs to be considered. A fully reconstructed hit requires a378

hardware timing coincidence between the PMTs fitted to each of the ends of379

a T-counter that is simultaneously in time with a hit in an E-counter. The380

coincidences between “E-” and “T-” counters are also subject to a geometric381

matching where the two counters are required to be on an electron trajectory382

which is consistent with the magnetic optics of the tagger.383

The LeCroy 1877 TDCs with which the T-counters were equipped oper-384
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ated in common stop mode during the PrimEx experiment. A T-counter signal385

passed through a constant fraction discriminator and was split into two signals.386

One signal started the TDC and the other signal passed through an E-T co-387

incidence/MOR module. Assuming a coincidence between the left and right388

T-counter PMTs, the MOR module sent a signal to the trigger supervisor when389

any E-T coincidence was obtained. If a signal from the calorimeter was in co-390

incidence with the MOR signal, the trigger supervisor issued a common stop391

trigger signal to all electronics involved in the data acquisition. Figure 8 shows392

an example of a timing spectrum of hits reconstructed for a single T-counter in393

the tagger. Note that the abscissa in Fig. 8 (top) is presented on a log scale. The394

peak in the timing spectrum at around 100 ns corresponds to the time difference395

between the two split signals from a single T-counter, i.e., is associated with396

the events when this particular T-counter was involved in the trigger. The flat397

accidental background comes from signals that were not involved in the trigger398

but were accidental hits recorded due to the common stop/multihit nature of399

T-counter TDCs.400

One obvious effect seen in Figure 8 (bottom) is that the number of hits trails401

off on the right side of the spectrum due to the LIFO limit. Since during the402

PrimEx experiment the LeCroy 1877’s were used in a common stop mode, earlier403

times are to the right and later times are to the left in this plot. The LeCroy404

1877 TDC will always report the latest hits. Thus when the LIFO buffer fills405

up, the earlier hits are overwritten by later ones.406

6.1. The “out of time” method407

The tagged photon flux at the target can be determined by means of sampling408

the “out-of-time” (OOT) electron hits in the tagger T-counters. The term409

“out-of-time” electron refers to any fully reconstructed electron which was not410

involved in the formation of the trigger signal. The idea is to simply count the411

number of hits in a particular T-counter within some user defined time window412

w and divide by the size of the time window. Since even high rate detectors on413

average tend to have only a few hits per event, it is necessary to integrate over414
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many events to obtain an accurate value for the rate.415

When counting hits, it is important to discard those that could be associated416

with the trigger. Hits which are correlated with the trigger are biased and will417

artificially increase the calculated rate. The OOT window, w, should be defined418

in such a manner that it does not include the trigger coincidence peak region419

but can include areas both before and after the trigger peak. One drawback of420

this rate sampling technique is that it is potentially vulnerable to beam intensity421

variations since it will tend to sample more often when the beam intensity is422

higher. As such, the “clock trigger” method was implemented as described423

below.424

6.2. The “clock trigger” method425

To ensure that the calculated rates are not biased by beam intensity vari-426

ations, a 195 kHz clock trigger, which was completely uncorrelated with the427

electron beam current, was implemented in addition to the physics trigger. The428

clock triggers were pre-scaled so that the data are dominated by events of physics429

type that are of interest. The pre-scale factor depends on the electron beam430

intensity and on the type of the data taking run, i.e., pion photoproduction,431

or calibration runs involving Compton scattering or pair production. Figure 9432

shows a sample timing distribution for hits reconstructed in a single T-counter433

recorded with the clock trigger. As in the case of the tagger MOR-calorimeter434

coincidence trigger, one can see a depletion of hits due to the LIFO limit starting435

at around 10µs, but the peak characteristic of a beam related trigger is missing.436

The same out of time window, w, shown in Figure 9, is used when calculating437

the rates with either clock or physics triggers. It was chosen to be 7µs for all438

T-counters spanning from 500 to 7500 ns, thus avoiding the coincidence peak in439

the case of MOR-calorimeter coincidence trigger and the region affected by the440

LIFO limit for both triggers. Extra effort has been put into checking that the441

distribution of hits inside the out of time window is flat.442

Following the above described procedure for an electron rate calculation we443

have:444
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ri =
ni
e

w · ntrigger

(6)

where ri is the rate of T-counter i, ni
e is the number of hits within the out of445

time window of width w and ntrigger is the number of times the T-counter i446

could have had a hit, i.e., the number of triggers. Equation 6 assumes Poisson447

statistics for “out of time” electrons and it assumes constant electron rate per448

T-counter.449

The PrimEx experiment utilized a second generation of the JLab designed450

Trigger Supervisor (TS) module. This module is designed specifically to op-451

timize event rates for Fastbus and VME based data acquisition systems like452

those commonly used in intermediate and high energy physics experiments.453

One new feature in the second generation model is the inclusion of two scalers454

dedicated to measure the live-time of the DAQ. Both scalers are driven by a455

195.3160±0.0045 kHz internal clock. One of these scalers is live-time gated while456

the other is free-running. The ratio of the two gives the fractional live-time of457

the data acquisition system.458

To determine the tagged photon flux, one needs to know the number of the459

hits in a detector during the live-time of the data sample. This can be obtained460

using only the live-time gated scaler to calculate the actual live-time as shown461

below. Note that the free running scaler is not needed since both the π0 yield462

and the photon flux are affected by the data acquisition system dead time in463

the same way:464

Tlive = ngated · β (7)

where ngated is the number of scaler counts from the gated TS scaler and β =465

1
clock frequency

, i.e., β = 5119.9083± 0.0002 ns.466

The PrimEx data acquisition system had the option of a variety of triggers467

which could be prescaled as needed. In this case, it was a prescaled 195 kHz468

clock. When this clock was responsible for the event trigger, a bit was set469

indicating it was a clock trigger. The number of such triggers could thereby be470
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tallied in the off line analysis. Given Equation 7, the total number of electrons471

counted by T-counter i during the time the data acquisition was live is expressed472

by:473

N i
e = ri · Tlive =

ni
e

w · ntrigger

· ngated · β (8)

The number of tagged photons N i
γ in T-channel i which can reach the physics474

target can be calculated as:475

N i
γ = N i

e · R
i
absolute (9)

where N i
e is the number of counts per T-channel i and Ri

absolute is the tagging476

ratio, which is determined in the TAC analysis.477

The value of the window width w was obtained using the TDC conversion478

factor specified by the manufacturer. As the total rms error is 400 psec, the in-479

tegral non-linearity is less the 25 ppm full scale, the full scale error is ± 0.0025%,480

and the long term stability is less than 100 ppm/year[11], the uncertainty in w481

is negligible.482

7. Relative photon flux normalization with pair production483

The pair spectrometer is designed for relative in-situ monitoring of the pho-484

ton flux and is an essential part of the PrimEx experimental set up. It uses485

the physics target to convert a fraction of the photons into e+e− pairs which486

are deflected in the field of a dipole magnet downstream of the target and are487

registered in plastic scintillator detectors on both sides of the beam line. The488

relative tagging ratio for a given T-counter is given by Eq. 5.489

During the PrimEx production data taking, electron-positron pairs in coinci-490

dence with the clock trigger were measured to determine Ri
relative. As with the491

physics triggers of interest, the clock trigger also enabled a direct count of the492

number of electrons detected by the tagging counters for the determination of493

Ri
relative, with the advantage of being insensitive to beam intensity variations.494
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7.1. PS-tagger coincidence window and background495

The events reconstructed in both the tagger and the pair spectrometer are496

randomly distributed in time with respect to the clock trigger. The spectrum of497

tagger - pair spectrometer time differences exhibits a prompt coincidence peak498

and a random background. A sample timing spectrum is shown in Fig. 10.499

In general, taking the difference of two random distributions, defined over500

the same interval, results in a triangular shape distribution. This provides an501

exact background model, which enables one to easily simulate the “background502

only” part of the spectrum.503

7.2. Effect of incident electron beam intensity on relative tagging ratios504

In order to justify the use of the absolute normalization of the photon flux505

obtained at the low electron beam currents of the TAC runs for the calculation506

of the number of tagged photons on target, it is important to demonstrate the507

independence of the Ri
relative on the electron beam current. The relative tagging508

ratios, defined by Eq. 5, provide valuable confirmation of this procedure as they509

can be measured at the low currents of the TAC runs as well as at high electron510

beam currents of the production data taking runs.511

Ri
rel was measured for electron beam currents ranging from 0.08 to 100 nA.512

The results for a representative T-counter are shown in Figure 11, where the513

percent deviation from the mean value for this T counter is indicated for each514

individual intensity. For these measurements of the rate dependence of the515

relative tagging ratios, a tagger Master-OR trigger was used. Figure 12 shows516

the percent deviation from the mean of the measured Rrel as a function of517

beam current integrated over the full photon tagging energy range (i.e., treating518

tagging counters T1-T11 as one single counter) where it can be seen that the519

variation is at the ±1% level.520

7.3. Stability of relative tagging ratios521

The relative tagging ratios have to be not only intensity independent but also522

stable from run to run, i.e., in time, to within 1%. The time stability of the523
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relative tagging ratios measured by the pair spectrometer justifies the use of a524

single set of absolute tagging ratios measured by the TAC for the tagged photon525

flux calculation. As such, to achieve a 1% level tagged photon flux measurement526

integrated over the tagged photon energy range, any deviation from the nominal527

value of the Rrelative has to be carefully investigated and if possible corrected.528

In the discussion that follows, the data from eleven T-counters were combined529

together and the part of the focal plane of the tagger that is of interest to the530

PrimEx experiment is treated as one single counter, thus enabling a reduction531

in the statistical error.532

Fig. 13 shows the time dependence of Rcombined
relative - the combined relative533

tagging ratio for data taken with a carbon target. The two black solid lines534

on the graph represent a ±1% deviation from the weighted average for run535

numbers less than 4800. One can see that for the last group of runs (run536

number > 5150), the relative tagging ratio falls off. This deviation, which was537

found to be associated with high current beam delivery to experimental Halls A538

and C at Jefferson Laboratory, is larger than 1% and indicates that a correction539

is needed when calculating the photon flux for this group of runs.540

The change in Rcombined
relative in Fig. 13 can arise from the tagger registering541

extra electrons which do not produce photons, or a part of the photon beam542

being lost before reaching the physics target (or TAC, since the same effect has543

been seen in absolute tagging ratios), or both. In either case, the measurement544

of the relative tagging ratios enables a correction to be made to compensate for545

these changes in experimental conditions on a run-by-run basis.546

The pair spectrometer also provides information on the performance of the547

photon tagger. Fig. 14 shows a ∼ 3.5% drop in the fraction of the photons548

on the target which are tagged by tagging counters T1 through T11,
NPS

e+e−·ei

NPS

e+e−

,549

when going from the 80 nA (runs 4747 - 4768) to the 130 nAmp (runs 5158-550

5210) groups of runs. This overall drop can be explained by a drop in the551

absolute efficiency (hardware and reconstruction) of the tagging counters with552

an increase of the beam current.553

In Fig. 15 is plotted the ratio of the number of e+e− pairs registered in the554
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pair spectrometer to the number of electrons registered in the tagger. The plot555

shows a ∼ 3.2% rise when going from the 80 nA group of runs to the 130 nA556

group, which again can be explained by inefficiency of the tagger at high beam557

intensities.558

A strength of the photon tagging technique is, of course, the fact that the559

absolute efficiencies of the photon tagging detectors need not be known in the560

photon flux determination. Such investigations of efficiencies, however, can be561

of relevance in determining the optimal beam current at which to run a given562

experiment.563

8. Conclusions564

Using the techniques described here, the Jefferson Laboratory PrimEx Col-565

laboration has performed a high precision measurement of the neutral pion566

lifetime whereby an accuracy at the 1% level in the tagged photon flux inte-567

grated over the tagging energy range was achieved. Major elements include the568

implementation of multi-hit time to digital converters, electron counting tech-569

niques involving sampling of the post bremsstrahlung electron rates, and the570

implementation of a pair spectrometer for continuous, on-line measurement of571

relative tagging ratios. While this discussion has been in the context of a mea-572

surement of the photoproduction of neutral pions, many of these techniques are573

applicable to other high precision photon tagging experiments.574

575
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Figure 4: (top) Rabs measured for three runs which were separated in time during

the data taking. The points for the three runs are displaced horizontally for clarity.

(bottom) Percent deviation from the mean. The photon energy range is from 4.9 GeV

(T counter 11) to 5.5 GeV (T counter 1). The 12.7 mm diameter photon collimator

was removed for these measurements.
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Figure 5: (top) Rabsolute measured for five different collimator positions measured in

inches. (bottom) Percent deviation from the measurement taken with collimator in its

nominal position (7.02in). The photon energy range is from 4.9 GeV (T counter 11)

to 5.5 GeV (T counter 1). The points for the three runs are displaced horizontally for

clarity.
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Figure 6: (top) Rabsolute measured for three different collimator sizes. (bottom) Percent

deviation from the uncollimated value. The photon energy range is from 4.9 GeV (T

counter 11) to 5.5 GeV (T counter 1). 26



Figure 7: A schematic of the trigger setup.
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Figure 8: (top) Time spectrum of hits reconstructed for a single T-counter. (bottom) A close

up of the top plot illustrating the drop off of the number of hits due to LIFO limit.
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Figure 9: Timing spectrum of hits reconstructed for a single T-counter. These data were

taken with clock triggers.
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Figure 10: Distribution of time differences for events reconstructed in the tagger and pair

spectrometer showing the ±3.0 ns timing coincidence window.
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Figure 11: Percent deviation from the mean for relative tagging ratio measurements, Ri

rel
, for

T-counter #3 for electron beam currents ranging from 0.08 to 100 nA.
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Figure 12: Percent deviation from the mean for relative tagging ratio measurements, Rrel,

integrated over the photon tagging energy range (i.e., treating the tagger as one single counter)

for electron beam currents ranging from 0.08 to 100 nA. The dashed lines indicate a ±1%

deviation from the mean.
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Figure 13: Run-to-run stability of Rcombined

rel
- relative tagging ratio combined for eleven

T-counters – carbon target.
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Figure 14: NPS

e+e−ei
/NPS

e+e−
vs. beam current, combined for eleven T-counters and averaged

for all runs with the same current, reflecting the loss of absolute efficiency of the tagger.
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Figure 15: NPS

e+e−
/N i

e−
vs. beam current, combined for eleven T-counters and averaged for

all runs with same current, reflecting the loss of absolute efficiency of the tagger.
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